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the reigning Pope Gregory VT was deposed for simony, and at Rome the
ex-Pope Benedict IX was also deposed, presumably because the validity
of his abdication was considered doubtful. It would be a natural source of
the tale of the three rival popes, although Mr. Poole doubts the fact, if
Sylvester IH was also, somewhat superfluously perhaps, condemned at the
Synod of Sutri in order to clinch the proof that he was no pope ; and this
would explain the new Pope Clement ITs expression explosis tribus xllis
with reference to Henry ill's proceedings. Mr. Poole further makes it
probable that the Tusculan popes, though no model ecclesiastics, have been
painted in over-dark colours ; and gives an explanation of the descent of
Gregory VI and his connexion with Gregory VJLX, which satisfactorily com-
bines the available evidence. In an appendix he solves the problem of the
relationship of the Tusculan house, and hence of the Colonna, to Prince
Alberic by a alight emendation of a charter from Subiaco, which carries
conviction with it. An error, however, has slipped into the genealogical
tree he gives with regard to a subordinate personage. Bertha, daughter
of the Senatrix Marozia, evidently had Marozia's second husband, Guido
of Tuscany, for her father, not K™g Hugh, since Liudprand's verses
(Antapodosis, iiL 44) prove that issue of Guido by Marozia survived, and
there is no hint in the sources of any children of Marozia by Hugh.

C. W. P. 0 .

The Description of Manuscript Garrett Deposit 1450, Princeton Univer-
sity Library, together with a collation of the first work contained in it, the
de Ana. Noe of Hugo de Sancto Victore, by Dr. Charles Christopher
Mierow (Princeton, New Jersey: reprinted from the Transactions
of the American Library Institute, 1917), is a painstaking account
and collation of a twelfth-century manuscript of Hugh of St. Victor's
treatise, de Area Noe, now in the Princeton University library, by the
Professor of Classical Language and Literature in Colorado College. It is
indeed almost too painstaking, for it was certainly not worth while to
enumerate the instances on each page of e for ae, ch for h in michi and
nichU, and of other spellings which, while varying from those which we
should employ in writing Latin, were in regular use at the date of this
manuscript. Professor Mierow has also added to his task by using the
particularly incorrect 1880 reprint of Migne's Patrologia Latino, which
contains a great many blunders absent from the 1854 edition. Of the
' self-evident misprints' given on p. 15 none that we have looked up exist
in the earlier issue. The following notes may be added. P. 1, dos 1. duos;
vi\. vii; obvianiibus should not be queried. P. 3, f. 52. 6, repugnamus
1. pugnamus; decescit L decrescit; prodamant 1. et amant; imventus I.
iuventut. P. 4, f. 53 a, propter L praeter. P. 6, Retractio 1. Retractatio.
There are only three degrees of humility recognized in the treatise as given
in Migne ; the additional nine are no doubt put in to make as many degrees
of humility as of pride. P. 8, f. 122 a, sepuma L septima. P. 18, coL 629.16,
katectum is of course the right reading ; KOBTOV is the regular Greek word
for ' perpendicular'. P. 23, coL 681. 26,' Ductoris (/. Doctoris) error' is
only the editor's correction of Hugh. But he has misunderstood his text;
c here is meant for the last letter of xpc. P. 24, col. 687. 20, Linus et
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eeteri. The text followed in Migne writes out, as Professor Mierow notes,
the list of popes as far as Honoxras II, who was probably reigning when the
book was written. He died in 1130 and Hugh in 1141. The omission of
Linos in Migne may be a misprint. Professor Mierow does not mention
any variant from Sfigne's text in respect of hyjntemisa, col. 629, or of
typo, coL 656; but the right readings most be hypotenusa and typho
respectively. C. C. J. W.

The Pipe Roll Society, in issuing the roll for the last year but one—
the 33rd—of Henry IPs reign (1915), announce that although the roll for
the 34th year has been transcribed the printing is postponed ' until the
very high prices prevailing ^m-ing the war are moderated'. Dr. Bound,
in his introduction to this volume, has given an exhaustive account of
the contents of the rolL He calls attention to naval and military affairs
as Illustrated by it; there is information about the king's ships and the
king's army, and particularly about the sorts of troops the king employed
and the way in which their services were rewarded. The most important
feature in the present roll is perhaps the official information it supplies
about the ' great scutage of Galloway' and the accompanying tallage
which had been raised in view of the king's projected expedition against
Galloway the year before. This enables Dr. Bound to correct the published
text of the Bed Book at many points and to add some interesting details
about scutage in general. Dr. Bound has also a good deal to say about the
royal castles and those temporarily in the king's hands, a subject on which
we propose to write more at large in a note to be printed in a future
number of the Review. 0. L.

Mr. B. 6. D. Laffan has done well to publish under the appropriate
title of The Guardians of the Gate (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1918) the
historical lectures on the Serbs, which he delivered to the companies of the
Army Service Corps attached to the Serbian army in Macedonia. Although
the book contains nothing new to students of Serbian history, it gives a very
clear and accurate summary of that subject from the Turkish, conquest down
to the return of the reorganized Serbian army from Corfu in 1916. The
author's personal knowledge of, and sympathy with, the Serbians greatly
enhances the value of his book. For instance, it is interesting to know that
the historic ballads of the Serbs fi™? a modern parallel in the versified
letters of the soldiers to-day (p. 24), just as the parliamentary debates
of 1870 were reported to the villagers in poems.1 Thus, too, the author
has learnt the modern application of the legend about.' the bread of
Eossovo' (p. 128). There is an excellent account of the growth of the
Jugoslav idea, but to pursue that further would hrifg us into politics.
The bibliography is full, but there is now a second edition of Yakschitch.
' July' (152-, 156) should be ' June'. Admiral Troubndge contributes
a preface. W. M.

The SifnKn.fi scholar, Signor Giuseppe La MV-nfri*, whose treatise on
the Greco-Albanian colonies of Sicily was reviewed in these pages thirteen

i Madame JEjatovich, Serbian. folk-Ion, p. 23.
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